
 MODULE B: CLOSE STUDY OF TEXT 
Assisted analysis – ‘William Street’  

 

 

 

William Street 

The red globe of light, the liquor green, 

the pulsing arrows and the running fire 

spilt on the stones, go deeper than a stream; 

You find this ugly, I find it lovely. 

Ghosts’ trousers, like the dangle of hung men, 

in  pawn-shop windows, bumping knee by knee, 

but none inside to suffer or condemn;  

You find this ugly, I find it lovely. 

Smells rich and rasping, smoke and fat and fish 

and puffs of paraffin that crimp the nose, 

of grease that blesses onions with a hiss; 

You find it ugly, I find it lovely. 

The dips and molls, with flip and shiny gaze 

(death at their elbows, hunger at their heels) 

Ranging the pavements of their pasturage;  

You find this ugly, I find it lovely.  

 

The title signals the poem’s setting.  What is the 

setting?  How does this setting differ from the focus 

of a lot of Australian art at this time? 

Does this description give the 

impression of a natural or 

urban environment?  Explain.  

Personification is when something not 

human is given human characteristics.   

What is personified?  What is the effect 

of the personification? 

Sibilance is a 

special type of 

alliteration that 

uses the softer 

consonants that 

create hissing 

sounds.  What is 

the effect of 

sibilance in this 

poem? 

 

The final line of the first 

stanza includes contrast.  

What is contrasted?  What is 

the effect of this contrast? 

What are the 

connotations of 

these words? 

Does this stanza create a 

positive or negative portrait 

of city life?  Explain your 

view. 

Why do you think that the 

poet repeats this phrase?  

What is the effect? 

What image is created 

by this simile?  What is 

the effect of the 

simile? 

This stanza contains multi-

sensory imagery.  What is 

the effect of this multi-

sensory imagery? 

These lines almost rhyme, but 

not quite.  What is the effect of 

this?  

What is the effect of the 

alliteration? 

Dips is short for 

dipsomaniacs.  

Dipsomaniacs are alcoholics. 

Moll is an impolite term for 

a prostitute. 

What atmosphere/image is 

created by referring to 

these types of people? 

  

Why do you think this line is 

in parentheses? 

What images are created in 

this line? 

What is the effect of linking 

negative experiences to 

body parts?  

 

The word “pavement” has urban 

connotations, whereas “pasturage” 

conjures images of rural Australia.  Why 

do you think the poet chose to connect 

these words?  What is the effect? 

 


